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Annual Club Show
Tickets for the ploughman's supper at the
Annual Club Show on 30 April will be on
sale from Tuesday; please see Anne
Burrows.

Competitions

Cost £6, cash only and correct money if

£2 with refreshments, £1.50 without.

Hand-in opens for the Annual Club Show on possible please! 7.30 start for those eating
Tueday 26 March. Do please join in! Please and 8.30 for members who wish to come

Bar also available. Bring nibbles to share!

see the article from Duncan on p2.
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just for the show (no ticket required).

The Annual Club Show
…and proposed changes to the format
The purpose of this article is twofold: firstly to encourage and assist you to enter images into this year’s Annual Club Show (ACS) on 30
April and secondly to outline – and I’m seeking your comments – changes to the format of the ACS, which I will be proposing at the
AGM on 16 April.
I must emphasise that, if accepted, any changes will not come into effect until the 2020 ACS; this year’s ACS will follow the format used
in previous years.

This Year’s Annual Club Show
Dates:
● the ACS is on Tuesday 30 April with Judge John Haines from Birmingham. John’s last visit to the Club was when he judged
the 2016 ACS.
● the hand-in period starts next Tuesday 26 March and closes on Tuesday 9 April. All entries will be judged before the
evening of the Show, so there will be no ‘wriggle room’ beyond the 9 April deadline,;do make sure that you get your entries
in on time!

Present Entry Structure of the ACS
The present entry structure is as follows:● there are no Intermediate, Advanced, etc. categories – all of the images are judged to the same standard
● there are three groups of entries: PDIs (Projected Digital Images); Colour Prints; Monochrome Prints
● you may enter up to a maximum of 10 PDIs, 10 colour prints and 10 monochrome prints
● you may enter images that they have entered previously in the Monthly Competitions and the Annual Nature Competition
● Monochrome Prints are a standalone Open group and are judged as such
● PDIs are split into four classes: Creative; Nature; Open; Worcestershire. Each class is judged separately.
● Colour Prints are similarly split into four classes: Creative; Nature; Open; Worcestershire. Each class is judged separately.
● you must indicate on your Entry Form which class each image is to be entered into; the default is Open
● all entries are judged in advance of the ACS and only the best images are shown on the evening of the ACS.

Notes
Before entering please read the rules for the Annual Club Show on the
Club website.
You must complete an Entry Form also available on the Club website.
Remember to indicate on the Entry Form which class you want each of
your images to be entered into. If the right hand column is left blank, they
will be automatically entered into the Open class.

2018 ACS Creative print winner A Sense of Dance by Janet Sprason
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Proposed Changes to the Structure of the ACS
Issues with the Present Entry Structure
Number of entries
There was a 57% increase in the number of PDI entries for the ACS in 2018 as compared to 2017 (232 up from 148) and coincidentally a
57% increase in the number of print entries (235 up from 150). While it was great to see such an increase it did cause both extra work for
the Internal Competitions Secretary (manageable, but took longer and may need help) and more crucially a massive workload for the
judge. If such a large entry is anticipated in future we may have to consider having separate judges for the prints and PDIs.
Purpose of the ACS
The ACS should be a forum for Members to show what they consider to be their best work of the previous year and so it is unlikely that
all 10 PDIs, all 10 colour prints and all 10 monochrome prints will be their best (best implies one of each!). There has been a tendency
for Members to pad out their entries by putting in 10 images in each group because they can and perhaps because they hope that a
different judge might look more favourably on their work than the original one!

Proposed Changes to the Entry Structure
I believe that we should be encouraging Members to enter quality rather than quantity. It would also be good to encourage members to
try different classes of photography.
The following changes are proposed:Monochrome Prints
Should Monochrome Prints be given such prominence? Effectively they represent one third of all entries and as noted above Members
do tend to pad out their entries to the full allowance of ten just because they can.
It is proposed that Monochrome Prints be removed as a main group and instead become a class within a new Print group (previously
named Colour Prints). It is also proposed to introduce a Monochrome class within the PDI group as follows:● PDIs now have five classes: Creative; Nature; Open; Worcestershire; Monochrome
● Prints now have five classes: Creative; Nature; Open; Worcestershire; Monochrome
Number of entries
To provide more balance instead of allowing Members to enter up to a maximum of 10 PDIs and 10 prints, it is proposed that the rules
be changed to allow up to 3 entries in any class. This will encourage Members to enter just their best images and to try different classes
of photography. It will mean for both PDIs and Prints, Members can enter up to 15 images, but with only 3 entries per class there should
be no padding out!
Potentially Members can still enter up to 30 images, the same as with the existing structure, but the split down into classes will make
handling and judging of the images more manageable than at present.
This revised structure will still work with the existing awards that are presented at the ACS, with the exception that a new award will be
required for best Monochrome PDI.
Duncan Locke,
Internal Competitions Secretary
23 March 2019

Worcs PDI class winner ACS 2017 - Chinese Bridge at Croome by Alex Isaacs
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Congratulations!
Congratulations go to Barrie Glover ARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2 who has had another exhibition acceptance, this
time for South Birmingham.

Members’ items for sale
Printer for sale
Barrie Glover also has an A3 printer to sell. He says:- No serious offer will be refused, just want it off the garage bench!
It is an Epson Stylus Photo R2880 printer with a Permajet Eco-Flo R2880 kit fitted.
There is also an additional unused Eco-Flo kit with it, plus a very large quantity of ink.
I made a cabinet to house the printer, this protects and hides the ink tanks, however access to the tanks is swift and easy.
There are paper storage compartments under the cabinet, making it quick and very easy to get at the paper.

Colour swirl #1 Clive Haynes FRPS

Camera equipment and printer for sale
Anne Burrows has some camera gear belonging to John which she would like to go to good homes. Please contact her on 01905
427615 if you think you might be interested in any of the following. No set prices, just sensible offers, please.
Viewings can be arranged with no obligation to purchase.
1. Nikon D800 camera with 28-300 zoom lens
2. Nikon D200 camera with 18-200 lens
3. Nikon Micro lens 105 2.8
4. Sigma 150-500, a real big boy complete with padded case!
5. Nikon speed light flash gun SB-600.
6. Epson R2880 A3 printer with a complete set of sealed colour cartridges.
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Maddy Pennock LRPS went to Daffodil Sunday at Madresfield Court, and whilst the daffodils might
have been more sparse than anticipated, she clearly still had a good day photographically…
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Maddy Pennock LRPS
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Competitions & exhibitions
Minimalist

Photography

Awards,-

30 London Salon closes 20 May.

AV Competitions

March. Juried, paid entry.
New York Center for Photographic Art

Challenge 321 International, 31 March.

12th i-phone photography awards FAQ

Trees Paid entry, deadline May 5, 2019

A good discipline! The Challenge 321 is an

Closes 31 March 2019.

(Midnight Pacific Time).

international contest for short AVs with a
max runtime of 3m21s.

BWPA (fees) - wildlife. 6 April.

Felix Schoeller Awards, free to enter, pro
and open/emerging categories. 31 May.

Trophee de Paris International. 8 April

Portrait of Britain closes 18 April.
BPE
Cheltenham Salon (PSA, FIAP, PAGB, GPU)
closes 1 April.

Rushden Open 7 April.
Robin Hood

MOVO Outdoor Portrait Award, 8 April.

20 April

Neath closes 21 April

PAGB APMAV Distinction Adjudication;
book/enter by 21 April (event 17/18
May)
.
7th Garda International 31 May.

Win MOVO kit, free entry.
Showcase your work to wider audiences
and further your involvement in the
international art world with the Aesthetica
Art Prize 2019. Prizes include £5,000,
publication and exhibition. Submit your
work here by 31 August.

Dates for the diary
NGS gardens this week
Little Malvern Court 29 March 14:00h
Trentham Gardens Special Opening Spring
event.
The Weir gardens in spring (caution, check
accessibility with NT if an issue).
Inspired by Alex’s bridge? Try the Croome
spring walk.
29 March Aston Hall Jacobean Music A rare
opportunity to see the grand old mansion
at night booking essential
29 March Free Birmingham Night Photo
Walk (Jessops Academy). Register here.
30 March 2pm Birmingham mac RPS 161
opening event. Runs to 12 May Tues - Sun,
11am - 5pm
Handsworth Self Portrait: 40 Years On from
23 March to 02 June at MAC.

Mandy Barker: Altered Ocean exhibition 4
April - 23 June 2019. RPS House, Bristol.
11 April The Adventure Game, RPS Bristol
13 April (talk) A century of infrared
Photography at RPS Bristol
13/14 April Smethwick AV
IFriday 26th April A selection of winning
entries from lAC Peter Coles International
(AV) will be shown at BIAFF at the Hilton
Garden Inn, Birmingham B1 2HW
27 April Lock-up tour and talk. Book here.
Steam day at Papplewick - 8 dates from
April. Why not make a WCC Phototrip of it?
8 June If you’re heading for France don’t

Workshop

forget La Coupe Lumière AV festival near
Paris on 8 June.

30

March

Photography

at

MAC

workshop

Birmingham,
with

Natalie

8 June, closer to home - register for a Christensen - minimalist contemporary.
photowalk and challenge in Brum.
Booking essential. (Includes option to join
RPS 161 opening event).

6-7 April Mediaeval New Year.
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Fun with fractals - Barrie GloverARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2
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Barrie

Glover

BPE4, WSDP2
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ARPS,

DPAGB,

